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TODAY’S ACTIVITIES
-Daily LEGO Challenge, Day 13:
You are asked by the President to
build a new monument to George
Washington.
-Decorate paper eggs and put
them in your window for a fun
‘egg hunt’ leading up to Easter!
-Make Elephant Toothpaste!
-Family Drawing Night! While you
eat dinner, put a large piece of
paper or expendable tablecloth on
the table and doodle while you
eat.
TGPT HOLIDAY: Be Super Fancy Day

Review

Movie: How To Train Your Dragon
Most people have pests like mosquitos,
moths, and cockroaches, but in Berk,
they have dragons. The Vikings there
spend most of their time fighting
dragons, building weapons to kill
dragons, stop the dragons from eating
the sheep… that is, until young
Hiccup, the Chief's only son, shoots
down a Night Fury. Surprises arise,
friends-and enemies-are made, and the
world may just change. HTTYD 2 and
HTTYD: The Hidden World are also very
good. Recommended for 7+.

The Daily Bean
Featured drawing series

The Daily Interview
Kelly James
Most of us have been outside of
Austin at least once, but probably
none of us have as many places as
Kelly James. “I travel for two
reasons,” says Kelly. “I travel for
my job quite a bit, and then I also
travel for fun sometimes when I’m not
working.” The coolest country she’s
been to is New Zealand, because “you
can climb a mountain and go to the
beach, all in the spanse of an hour.”
Her favorite place she’s been is
Capri, a small island off Italy. “The
place I like is called Blue Grotto,
it’s a cave, and when you go inside
in a boat the cave glows blue. And
when you go in with a tour guide,
they start singing, and since it’s a
cave, it echos. It’s crazy.” Click
here for a slideshow with all of
Kelly’s favorite places with
pictures, and a picture of Blue
Grotto. Kelly has lived in a lot of
places, too: Austin, Texas;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Dunedin,
New Zealand; Boston, Massachusetts;
Akland, New Zealand; Miami, Florida;
Houston, Texas; Dayton, Ohio; and San
Francisco, California: An impressive
list! “I think everyone should travel
as much as they can,” says Kelly.
“It’s a great way to learn new
languages, which I think is the most
important skill you can learn.”

DAD JOKE OF THE DAY
What do you call a three-humped camel?
Pregnant.

Click here for a funny kids movie scene with this joke in
it.

